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1. Introduction

Dystrophy of the ascending aorta is the main etiology of thoracic aortic aneurysms and/or pure aortic insufficiency (tricuspid or bicuspid valves) operated in western countries (Iung et al., 2003; Roberts et al., 2006). It includes two phenotypes depending on whether the sinuses of Valsalva and/or supracoronary aorta are dilated: 1) isolated AI and/or supracoronary aneurysm (sinuses of Valsalva<40 mm); 2) aortic root aneurysms (sinuses of Valsalva>45 mm) (Lansac et al., 2008). Until recently, prosthetic valve replacement was the only surgical option for AI, performing either isolated valve replacement, composite valve and graft replacement or supracoronary graft and/or valve replacement. However, none of the current valve substitutes are ideal options, since mechanical valves require life-long anticoagulation and bioprosthetic valves present the risk of reoperation (Houel et al., 2002). Inspired by mitral experience, reconstructive methods have been developed to treat AI based on sparing or repairing the native aortic valve, while replacing or stabilizing the other components of the aortic root. The two original valve sparing procedures - remodeling of the aortic root and reimplantation of the aortic valve - focused on root reconstruction to reduce the dilated root diameters in order to restore proper valve function. “Remodeling” technique provides the most physiological reconstruction of the root, but it does not address the dilated annular base (Yacoub et al., 1983). Alternatively, the Reimplantation, as an inclusion technique, provides a subvalvular annuloplasty to the detriment of valve dynamics (David & Feindel, 1992). Numerous technical variations aimed to associate...
preservation of aortic root dynamics with the treatment of dilated native annulus (Aicher et al., 2010; Hopkins, 2003). This results in a lack of standardization and limits their widespread application.

Furthermore, most failures with valve sparing techniques are due to residual cusp prolapse, either as a primary unrecognized lesion or secondary to an induced prolapse after root reconstruction. Despite its more frequent detection intraoperatively, cusp prolapse remains challenging to evaluate and treat.

As restorations of both root geometry and cusp coaptation are the prerequisite for a successful valve sparing procedure, we propose a standardized aortic valve repair approach addressing both the aorta and the valve, associating a physiological reconstruction of the aortic root, with cusp resuspension and subvalvular external aortic ring annuloplasty (Lansac et al., 2005a, 2006, 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 2011a, 2011b). Depending on the phenotype of the ascending aorta, physiological reconstruction of the root will be achieved through to the Remodeling technique (root aneurysm, sinuses of Valsalva ≥45 mm), or a supracoronary graft (supracoronary aneurysm, sinuses of Valsalva <40 mm). Subvalvular aortic annuloplasty is achieved through external implantation of a calibrated expansible aortic ring that reduces dilated diameters in diastole in order to increase valvular coaptation height, while maintaining root systolic expansibility (Lansac et al., 2009).

2. Anatomical landmarks for aortic valve repair

2.1 The ascending aorta: Descriptive anatomy

The ascending aorta may be defined as the ensemble of two distinct entities, separated by the sinotubular junction (STJ): (1) the aortic root, initial portion of the aorta that includes the aortic valve with its crown-shaped annulus, interleaflet triangles, coronary arteries ostia and sinuses of Valsalva and (2) the supracoronary aorta extending above the STJ up to the brachiocephalic trunk (Fig. 1) (Anderson et al., 1991; Lansac & Di Centa, 2010c; Reid, 1970; Robicksek, 1991; Sutton et al., 1995). Coronary arterial ostia are more frequently located below the sinotubular junction, arising within the left and right sinuses of Valsalva and are named accordingly (Muriago et al., 1997; Tops et al., 2008; Turner & Navartnam, 1996). A recent study examining 169 patients using multislice computed tomography, showed that the mean distance from the basal attachment of the cusps to the left and right coronary ostia was 14.4 +/- 2.9 mm and 17.2 +/- 3.3 mm respectively (Tops et al., 2008).

The aortic annulus is not planar since it is formed by the semilunar insertion of the cusps that extend from their basal attachments within the left ventricle (aortic annular base) to their distal attachments at the STJ, forming the commissures (Anderson et al., 1991). This three-dimensional structure of the aortic annulus may be rationalized into two functional diameters of the aortic root, ensuring proper valve function, namely the aortic annular base and the STJ (Anderson et al., 1991; Lansac & Di Centa, 2010c; De Waroux et al., 2007) (Fig. 1). Echographic measurement of the aortic annulus corresponds to the aortic annular base diameter (Fig. 2) (Roman et al., 1987).

Cut-off point of “normal” diameters of the aortic root ensuring valve coaptation can be defined from analysis of main series as an aortic annular base diameter ranging from 21 to 24.5 mm (mean 22.9 mm) and a sinotubular junction diameter ranging from 27.5 to 28.1 mm (mean 27.5 mm) with a normal root ratio STJ/annular base of 1.2. Although difficult to assess precisely, the aortic annular base seems to present a systolic expansion of 6.2% (2.5-9.6%). Systolic expansion at the sinotubular junction level is reported to be 5.7% (2.8-9.8%) (Lansac & Di Centa, 2010c; Tamas & Nylander, 2007).
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Out of main series describing dystrophic aortic roots, aortic annular base diameter superior to 25 mm and sinotubular junction diameter superior to 35 mm are reported and should be considered as dilated (Gallo et al., 1995; Lansac & Di Centa, 2010c).

Fig. 1. Anatomy of the ascending aorta and detailed anatomy of the aortic root

Fig. 2. Echocardiographic measurements of aortic root diameters, in long-axis. 1) Aortic annular base diameter (internal diameter), 2) Sinuses of Valsalva (external diameter, from leading edge to leading edge), 3) Sino-tubular junction (external diameter, from leading edge to leading edge), 4) Ascending aorta (external diameter, from leading edge to leading edge)

Aortic cusps dimensions vary from one patient to another, as well as from one cusp to another, in height, width, and surface area. In a study of 200 normal hearts, only five hearts
were found to have cusps of equal size (Roberts, 1970; Silver & Roberts, 1985; Vollebergh & Becker, 1977). Cusp geometry determines cusp coaptation that depends on length of free margin and aortic insertion, intercommissural distance, and cusp height. These values are difficult or impossible to measure by echocardiography or intra-operative measurements. Bierbach et al. have proposed to use the relative height difference between insertion and free margin of the cusp (effective height) as a surrogate parameter of cusp coaptation. In their study effective height has a constant relationship to root dimensions and body size (Bierbach et al., 2010). Authors suggest to measure this parameter as the indicator of configuration and geometric height of a cusp and designed a specific caliper to measure it intra-operatively (Schäfers et al., 2006). Effective height revealed values in healthy adult individuals measured by transthoracic echocardiography in the range of 7 to 12 mm. The three interleaflet triangles are an extension of the left ventricular outflow tract and are composed of aorta’s fibrous walls between the expanded sinuses of Valsalva. The two interleaflets triangles placed on both sides of the noncoronary cusp are in fibrous continuity with the membranous septum, the fibrous trigones and the mitral valve (Sutton et al., 1995). The membranous interventricular septum extends downward and upward corresponding to the interleaflet triangles between the right and non coronary sinuses. It is in close relationship with the atrioventricular node. The bundle of His crosses the right fibrous trigone and passes along the lower edge of the membranous septum. This anatomical landmark is important when performing aortic valve surgery in order to avoid inducing intraventricular conduction abnormalities or heart block (Kunzelman et al., 1994).

2.2 The ascending aorta: A dynamic structure

Better understanding of aortic valve dynamics recently became a concern because of the increase use of stentless bioprostheses and aortic valve repair and sparing procedures. Although the relationship between the sinuses of Valsalva and the aortic valve had been intuitively shown by Leonardo da Vinci (Robicsek, 1991), the aortic valve has been for a long time regarded as a passive, tri-leaflet structure that moves back and forth according to pressure differences between the left ventricle (LV) and aorta. This concept has led to the development of all mechanical and stented bioprostheses. Several authors have questioned this simplistic view by showing that expansion of the aortic root actively participates in aortic valve opening, reducing shear stress on the cusps (Brewer et al., 1976; Pang et al., 2000; Thubrikar et al., 1977). In 1976, Brewer et al. described the interdependence of aortic valve opening and root expansion in an isolated aortic root model (Brewer et al., 1976). They showed that valve opening was related to the 16% radial displacement of the commissures, which was interpreted as a mechanism to reduce shear stress on the cusps. Using radioactive markers in dogs, Thubrikar et al. (Thubrikar et al, 1977, 1979) confirmed in vivo that aortic valve opening was related to commissural expansion prior to ejection. They suggested that the mechanism of aortic valve opening was related to the release of the inward pull of the commissures that occurs during isovolumic contraction. Although they did not measure it, they also suggested that the constraining effect of the annular base was part of the mechanism. Limited by their data-sampling rate (60 Hz), all calculations were made on abnormal cardiac cycles under the assumption that a non-ejecting extra systole was equivalent to the isovolumic contraction (IVC). Similarly, Vesely et al. interpreted aortic root dilation prior to valve opening as secondary to passive hemodynamic recoil of the aortic root (Hansen et al., 1995).

Three-dimensional (3D) digital sonomicrometry, characterized by a high rate of data acquisition (200 to 800 Hz), offers opportunity for a precise time-related study of the aortic
root and valve dynamics within each phase of the normal cardiac cycle (Gorman et al., 1996; Hansen et al., 1995; Pang et al., 2000). Using this technique we intended to precise the mechanism of aortic root expansion and the shape of the aortic valve orifice at maximum opening on an ovine model.

A significant aortic root expansion occurs during isovolumic contraction and initiates the aortic leaflet separation prior to ejection (2.1 ± 0.5%). This opening is primarily due to commissural expansion, but it is also due to the expansion of the annular base. Both expansions are strongly related to the left ventricular pressure increase (r = 0.95) during IVC. The aortic root volume increases by 33.7 ± 2.7% with a maximal deformation happening during the systole at the commissural level, maximizing left ventricular ejection. These findings also confirm the study of Sutton et al. (Sutton et al., 1995), who described the interleaflet muscular triangles - located under the semilunar attachment of the cusps - as an essential component of the aortic annulus and part of the left ventricular outflow tract.

Indeed the aortic root is a junction between the left ventricular and the systemic circulation. Thin cusps separate these two compartments with different hemodynamic systems. The first, left ventricular compartment is situated below the cusps and includes the sigmoid-shaped cusp attachments (traditionally described as the annulus), the interleaflet triangles, and the commissures. These structures are related to the left ventricular hemodynamics. The second, aortic compartment, is situated above the cusps, includes the sinuses of Valsalva, the sinotubular junction and ascending aorta, and is related to aortic and coronary flow dynamics. During IVC, aortic root expansion starts at the left ventricular compartment due to volume redistribution in the left ventricular outflow tract. The aortic compartment expansion is delayed at the end of IVC due to a redistribution of volume above the cusps. Confirmation of these bi-compartmental volume dynamics is provided during end-diastole, by the observed re-expansion of the aortic root related to left ventricular compartment expansion during left ventricular filling.

The initiation of cusp separation (i.e., valve opening) is a dynamic process that occurs in the presence of a negative left ventricular –aorta pressure gradient (-8.5 ± 2.6 mmHg). The shape of the aortic valve orifice remains speculative. Thubrikar et al. (Thubrikar et al., 1977, 1979, 1993), followed by Higashidate et al. (Higashidate et al., 1995), described it as initially stellate, then triangular and circular at maximal opening. These studies were limited by their low data sampling rate (60 Hz), which did not allow for continuous recording of the changes in valve orifice within each phase of the cardiac cycle. Sonometrics analysis at 200 to 800 Hz showed that the shape of the aortic valve orifice progressed from initially stellate to triangular then circular and finally clover shaped at maximum opening following the shape of the three sinuses of Valsalva (Figure 3). At that time, the cusp’s free edge area exceeded the commissural area by +16.3 ± 2.0%. This behavior of the valve cusps might explain cases of early cusp deterioration following re-implantation of the aortic valve within a tubular conduit without sinuses of Valsalva (Gallo et al., 1995; Grande-Allen et al., 2000; Leyh et al., 1999) because cusp expansion beyond the commissural level would result in cusp impact against the wall of the cylindrical conduit.

Furthermore, as previously published, aortic root expansion is also asymmetric, and it induces a tilting dynamic of the aortic valve throughout the cardiac cycle (Dagum et al., 1999; Lansac et al., 2005b). In an ovine model, the aortic root tilt angle between the basal and commissural plane decreases in systole, aligning the left ventricular outflow tract with the ascending aorta in order to maximize ejection. As soon as the valve starts closing and during diastole, the angle tilts back (as a shock absorber), reducing stress on the cusps.
Fig. 3. Changes at each level of the aortic root time related to left ventricular and ascending aorta pressures in one sheep, a) during three cardiac cycles and b) detail of one cardiac cycle. c) Dynamic changes of tilt angle of the aortic root time related to left ventricular and aortic pressures. d) cross-sectional area diagram of the aortic root at maximum expansion during ejection (sonomicrometry) showing the clover-shaped orifice of the aortic valve. *Ao* aortic pressure, *LV* left ventricular pressure, *SoV* sinuses of Valsalva, *B* annular base, *STJ* sinotubular, *C* commissures, *AA* ascending aorta, *L* leaflet

Therefore, the durability of native aortic valve seems to rely on a dynamic triad associating 1) systolic expansion of the aortic root, 2) a clover-shaped aortic orifice that embraces the bulging sinuses of Valsalva, and 3) tilting dynamics of the aortic valve (Lansac et al., 2002). Aortic valve surgery should try to preserve these baseline dynamics as much as possible using more physiologically based surgical approaches.

3. Dystrophic aortic roots

3.1 Dystrophic aortic roots: A diameter disease

Dystrophic aortic roots are characterized by dilation of both functional diameters of the aortic root: the aortic annular base and sino-tubular junction (STJ) diameters (>25mm and >35 mm respectively), preventing coaptation of otherwise thin and pliable valves (De Waroux et al., 2007; La Canna et al., 2009; Lansac et al., 2008, 2010c). Cusp prolapse is often associated with root aneurysms and is the most common cause of isolated dystrophic aortic insufficiency (AI). On an echocardiographic study of patients with aortic root aneurysms (n=700) or isolated aortic insufficiency (n=595), average aortic annular base diameter was
respectively 26.4mm (25-27.5mm) and 27.3mm (27-28mm), and average sinotubular junction was respectively 45.3mm (39.5-52.4mm) and 31mm (28-35mm). Ratio between the sinotubular junction and aortic annular base diameters was 1.7 in case of root aneurysms, whereas for isolated aortic insufficiency it was 1.1 (Lansac et al., 2008, 2010c).

3.2 Surgical indications

Surgical emergency operation is indicated in the setting of acute ascending aortic dissection or rupture into the pericardium (acute cardiac tamponade). Operative mortality remains significant and death is almost certain in the case of rupture or acute dissection if not surgically addressed.

Based on natural history of ascending aortic aneurysms, prophylactic surgery seems appropriate at 5 to 5.5 cm diameter depending on the etiology. Intervention criteria are summarized in Figure 4 (Hiratzka et al., 2010; Vahanian et al., 2007). Actually, elective surgery of the ascending aorta is much safer than emergency intervention (mortality 4.3%).

For patients with Marfan’s syndrome and bicuspid valves size criterion is somewhat lower. In those patients, prophylactic repair is warranted for an intervention criterion of 4.5 to 5.0 cm diameter for most authors (Bentall & De Bono, 1968; Yacoub et al., 1998). Dissection or rupture have been stated at sizes less than 5.0 cm in several cases, and an increase rate of aneurysm dilatation greater than 5mm/y is known to lead to an 4.1-fold risk of complications.

![Fig. 4. Surgical indications for ascending aorta aneurysms and/or aortic insufficiency](www.intechopen.com)
Other risk factors for aortic dissection in patients with Marfan syndrome include familial history of aortic dissection and a ratio between observed diameter and predicted diameter above 1.3. Women with Turner’s syndrome showing an ascending aortic diameter >25mm/m² should be operated on (David et al., 2006).

3.3 Preoperative imaging

Transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiography are performed to define the anatomy of the valve and the phenotype of the ascending aorta (Roman et al., 1987). It remains critical in order to analyze the lesional mechanism of aortic insufficiency both pre- and postrepair in case of aortic valve repair procedures. It measures the 4 characteristics aortic diameters at end diastole, in the parasternal long-axis view, at 4 levels: aortic annular base, sinuses of Valsalva, sino-tubular junction and supra-coronary aorta. Measurements are made perpendicular to the long axis of the aorta using the leading edge technique in views showing the largest aortic diameters. (Fig. 2) (Roman et al., 1987). Analysis of the valve evaluates the number of cusps and direction of regurgitant jet. An eccentric jet towards the anterior mitral leaflet identifies a right coronary cusp prolapse whereas a jet directed towards the septum corresponds to a non or left coronary cusp prolapse (De Waroux et al., 2007).

Most patients are initially evaluated and followed with helical CT (computed tomography) scans, completed with a 3-dimensional reconstruction of the data to increase the accuracy of aneurysm measurements, determination of its proximal and distal extent, and differentiation between dissection, penetrating ulcer or intramural hematoma. Moreover, it allows preoperative coronary arteries assessment.

As a routine, it is recommended to perform both an echocardiography and a helical computed tomography in order to evaluate and confirm the size of the aneurysm.

3.4 Surgical techniques for dystrophic aortic roots

Treatment for dystrophic aortic root aneurysms can be either replacement of the aortic valve and root, or repair of the aortic valve, while replacing the dilated aortic root in case of aneurysms.

3.4.1 Aortic valve and root replacement procedure

Depending on root phenotype, it consists either of isolated valve replacement (isolated aortic insufficiency), composite valve and graft replacement (Bentall procedure, for aortic root aneurysms (Bentall & De Bono, 1968)) or supracoronary graft and/or valve replacement (supra-coronary aneurysm).

3.4.2 Aortic valve-sparing procedures

Owing to the improved understanding of aortic valve dynamics, reconstructive methods have been developed to treat aortic insufficiency, based on sparing or repairing the native aortic valve, while replacing or stabilizing the other components of the aortic root, in order to avoid complications of prosthetic valves.

4. Remodeling of the aortic root and reimplantation of the aortic valve

4.1 Description of the original valve sparing procedures

The two original valve sparing procedure - remodeling of the aortic root and reimplantation of the aortic valve - focused on root reconstruction to reduce the dilated root diameters in
order to restore proper valve function (David & Feindel, 1992; Yacoub et al., 1983). The reimplantation technique offers aortic annulus support but withdraws the sinuses of Valsalva and includes the interleaflet triangles within a graft tube, thus impairing root dynamics (David et al., 1992, 2006, 2007). In contrast, the remodeling technique provides more physiologic movements of the cusps within three reconstructed neo-sinuses, thus preserving root expansibility through the interleaflet triangles, but without addressing annular base dilation (Yacoub et al., 1983, 1998).

These techniques spare the patient from anticoagulation and prosthetic valve morbidity with a 10-year survival rate ranging from 80.4 to 92% (mean 88.2%) (Aicher et al., 2010; Lansac & Di Centa, 2010c). In both techniques with proper patient selection, the results up to 10 years are equally excellent. However, in earlier series of the remodeling technique, the reoperation rate was higher after type A aortic dissection and in patients with Marfan syndrome (Lansac et al., 2006; Leyh et al., 2002; Luciani et al., 1999; Yacoub et al., 1998). In the unselected population of the original remodeling series, up to 30% of patients presented recurrence of AI grade II or III (Erasmi et al., 2005; Furukawa et al., 1999; Lansac et al., 2006; Luciani et al., 1999). The only risk factor for failure was a dilated native aortic annulus (diameter ≥ 25 mm) (Hanke et al., 2009; Lansac et al., 2006; Leyh et al., 2002; Luciani et al., 1999; Yacoub et al., 1998).

4.2 Aortic root and valve dynamics after remodeling or reimplantation

4.2.1 In vitro studies

All studies show that the remodeling technique exhibits valve dynamics closest to those of the native aortic root. The recreation of the sinuses of Valsalva preserves vortex formation, as well as cusp opening and closing dynamics, thus, reducing cusp stress which theoretically improves their durability. The valve shows asymmetric motion after reimplantation. The cusp bending deformation index is increased with the reimplantation techniques and sinus prosthesis compared with the control and remodeling groups (Erasmi et al., 2005; Furukawa et al., 1999; Grande-Allen et al., 2000).

4.2.2 In vivo studies

Leyh and colleagues clearly demonstrated that distensibility of the aortic root and a proper valve motion were better preserved after the remodeling than after the reimplantation technique (Leyh et al., 1999). They showed that reimplantation with a straight tube abolished root distensibility at all levels; the cusps took longer for closing, and systolic contact of at least one cusp against the tube graft was constantly found. Reconstruction of the sinuses may assure a sufficient gap to avoid any such contact between the open cusp and the Dacron wall, which is known to be responsible for cusp thickening and accelerated degeneration (Aybek et al., 2005; De Paulis et al., 2002). The presence of vortices inside the neosinuses of Valsalva preserves the slow closing displacement of the cusps and is associated with a valve motion similar to that of normal subjects (De Paulis et al., 2002; Maselli et al., 2005). Although not significant, valve velocities after the remodeling procedure using the Valsalva graft (Gelweave Valsalva™, Vascutek, Inc.) are closer to normal than after reimplantation using the same graft (De Paulis et al., 2002). Therefore, all dynamic studies suggest that cusp motion and flow patterns across the reconstructed aortic root are more physiologic (1) after remodeling of the aortic root than after reimplantation of the aortic valve and (2) after procedures using a prosthetic conduit fashioned with neosinuses of Valsalva than without.
4.3 Modification of original remodeling and reimplantation techniques

Numerous technical variations aimed to associate preservation of aortic root dynamics with vortices (neosinuses of Valsalva) and expansibility (interleaflet triangles) with the treatment of dilated native annulus (± cusp lesion) (Hopkins, 2003; Lansac & Di Centa, 2010c).

David et al. added an external Teflon strip on the aortomitral junction to the remodeling technique (David III) or oversized (+4 mm) the tube graft for the reimplantation technique (David IV) (David, 1999, 2005). The David V technique used an even larger graft size (+ 6-8 mm), which is "necked down" at both the bottom and the top ends to create graft pseudosinuses (Miller, 2007). Many authors suggested different methods to customize the tube graft for the reimplantation or remodeling in order to provide better neosinuses of Valsalva. More recently De Paulis et al. designed the Valsalva graft (Gelweave Valsalva™, Vascutek, Inc.) with vertical pleats in the proximal section for reconstruction of the aortic root and with the standard horizontal pleats for ascending aorta replacement (Cochran & Kunzelman, 2000; Gleason, 2005; Hess et al., 2005; Hetzer et al., 2008; Kollar, 2007; Miller, 2007; Morishita et al., 2002; Ruvolo & Fattouch, 2009; Scensson, 2003; Takamoto et al., 2006; Urbanski et al., 2009; Zehr et al., 2000).

We suggest combining advantages of both original valve sparing techniques by associating the Remodeling reconstruction of the aortic root with an expansible sub-valvular annuloplasty (Figure 5).

![Remodeling + Subvalvular external aortic annuloplasty](image)

Fig. 5. Combination of Remodeling and Reimplantation procedures by placing an external subvalvular ring annuloplasty associated to the Remodeling procedure

5. From original valve sparing procedures to a physiological approach of aortic valve repair

Although restoration of root geometry is an important prerequisite for a successful valve sparing, preventing recurrence of aortic insufficiency remains a challenge. Most failures with valve sparing techniques are due to residual cusp prolapse, either as a primary unrecognized lesion or secondary to an induced prolapse after root reconstruction. Despite its more frequent detection intra-operatively, cusp prolapse remains challenging to evaluate and treat. Schafers et al proposed to use a cusp caliper to obtain symmetrical cusp
resuspension with an effective height ≥8 to 10 mm in order to restore cusp coaptation (Bierbach et al., 2010; Schäfers et al., 2006). In their report, an effective height ≥9 mm is an excellent predictor for a good haemodynamic outcome after valve repair. This technique allows correction of any residual or induced symmetrical prolapse after reduction of the STJ provided by the remodeling procedure. Indeed, Soncini et al., using finite element analysis showed that noduli of Arantius were lowered towards the valve orifice during valve closure after reimplantation (3.8 mm) and remodeling (3.3 mm) (Soncini et al., 2009). Subvalvular annuloplasty through an aortic ring or proximal suture of a reimplantation tube graft partially compensates the induced symmetric prolapse by increasing the coaptation height. However, in the absence of cusp resuspension, coaptation level may remain too low (at the level of the aortic annular plane or below). This can induce a billowing aspect of the cusps with progressive drop of the coaptation level and height (<4 mm) which have been described as a risk factor for reoperation (De Waroux et al., 2007). Normalisation of effective height leads to a high probability of normal or near-normal aortic valve function (Bierbach et al., 2010; Schäfers et al., 2006).

As restorations of both root geometry and cusp coaptation are the prerequisite for a successful valve sparing procedure, we designed a standardized surgical management of dystrophic aortic roots towards a more systematic and physiological repair approach (Fig. 6). This approach is proposed based on the principles of reduction of dilated root diameters
(aortic annular base and STJ); respect of root dynamics (expansibility through the interleaflet triangles and restoration of sinuses of Valsalva) and reparation of cusp coaptation height (measurement of the effective height). Depending on the phenotype of the ascending aorta, reduction of the sinotubular junction diameter will be achieved through a physiological reconstruction of the root according to the Remodeling technique (root aneurysm, sinuses of Valsalva≥45 mm), a supracoronary graft (supracoronary aneurysm, sinuses of Valsalva<40 mm). Valve repair is achieved in two steps: 1) before root reconstruction by aligning adjacent cusp free edges, excess of length is corrected using plicating central stitches or limited resection; 2) after root reconstruction, resuspending residual or induced cusp prolapse in order to obtain an effective height of 8 mm (distance between the free edge of the cusp to the aortic annular base). Expansible subvalvular annuloplasty is systematically added using an external expansible aortic ring in order to increase cusp coaptation height, while maintaining systolic expansibility. Ring is “open” in case of isolated aortic insufficiency or supra-coronary aneurysm, in order that it may be positioned below the coronary arteries without detaching them from the aortic root (Lansac et al., 2005a, 2006, 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 2011a, 2011b).

6. An expansible aortic ring for a calibrated subvalvular aortic annuloplasty

To standardize this physiologically based approach to conservative aortic valve surgery, we designed a calibrated expansible aortic ring that reduces dilated diameters in diastole in order to increase cusp coaptation height, while maintaining root systolic expansibility (Figure 7) (Lansac et al., 2009). The aortic rings (Extra-Aortic, CORONEO Inc., Montreal, Canada) are composed of two silicone elastomer cores covered by a polyester textile. Black indicator marks on the ring and suture windows in the ring-holder are incorporated to facilitate optimal suture placement between the two cores. Design prerequisites for the ring were: 1) target in vivo device expansion between 5% and 15% over the cardiac cycle, 2) minimized radial thickness of the ring while preserving the desired dynamic behaviour, 3) ring durability, 4) stable and predictable bioreaction with surrounding tissues. Characteristics of this new device were established in vitro on the bench-top. Biocompatibility of the ring and the impact of its implantation on root dynamics were studied in vivo in the ovine model.

Fig. 7. Expansible aortic ring (left hand side) and its detailed constitution (right hand side)
Root dynamics were assessed using intracardiac echography before surgery, and at 6 months. Histological, scanning electron microscopy and mechanical studies were then performed on explanted samples. Prosthetic rings created a significant reduction of the aortic annular base diameter without significant transvalvular gradient (mean 3.4 ± 2.1 mmHg). Coaptation height was increased from 2.5 ± 0.7 mm to 6.2 ± 1.1 mm (p<0.001). Dynamics of the root were well preserved. The device was clearly visible in explanted sheep hearts at 6 months. There was no erosion of the external ring into the aorta or adjacent structures, neither at the level of the aortic annular base nor at the STJ level. Coronary arteries were patent in all cases. Mechanical testing on 6 month explanted samples revealed no significant differences in elastic modulus. Histomorphological studies showed incorporation of the material without degradation. Aortic cusps remained thin and pliable. Macroscopic examination of the hearts did not show calcification as confirmed by Alizarin red staining. Polyester fabric was fully integrated in the tissue and colonized by a dense extracellular matrix. Low and high magnifications of the samples showed the encapsulation of the elastomer core in a fibrous zone. No inflammatory reaction was noted around the device and no apparent degradation of the elastomer core was observed by SEM observation (Lansac et al., 2009).

7. Remodeling of the aortic root with cusp resuspension and subvalvular external aortic ring annuloplasty for aortic aneurysms

We describe a standardized procedure for aortic aneurysms with tricuspid valves (Lansac et al., 2011b). In all cases, intra-operative transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) remains critical in order to analyze the lesional mechanism of AI both pre- and post-repair (Lansac et al., 2011a).

7.1 Dissection of the subvalvular plane

After aortic cross-clamping, the aneurysm is opened and the aortic root and valve are carefully inspected (particularly the geometry of the aortic valve and leaflet morphology). Pliable non retracted cusps are suitable for valve repair. The presence of an intact fenestration, a bicuspid valve or limited calcification is not a contraindication. External dissection of the aortic root is performed down to the base of the aortic annulus which is liberated from the pulmonary artery and infundibulum and from the roof of the left atrium, in order to reach the subvalvular plane. The wall of the aortic sinus is totally removed leaving a fringe of aortic wall of approximately 2 mm. The internal aortic annular base diameter is measured with Hegar dilators. Measurement of the native aortic annular base diameter with Hegar dilators is the sole criterion to determine size of the expansible aortic ring which is undersized from one size in order to increase coaptation height while protecting cusp repair (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aortic annular base Ø (Hegar dilators, mm)</th>
<th>25-27</th>
<th>28-30</th>
<th>31-33</th>
<th>≥34</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tube graft Ø (mm)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subvalvular aortic ring Ø (mm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Criteria for choice of the aortic ring and tube graft diameters
7.2 Placement of 5 subvalvular anchoring stitches (fig. 8)
Five threads of 2.0 coated polyester fiber pledgeted (3/8 needle 25, Ethibond, Ethicon Inc., Somerville NJ, USA), are placed from the inside out as “U” stitches (width of 3 mm) circumferentially in the subvalvular plane, clock-wise beginning from the non-coronary sinus. Three stitches are placed 2 mm below the nadir of insertion of each cusp, and two stitches are placed below two of the three commissures at the base of the interleaflet triangles (no suture is placed at the base of the interleaflet triangle situated between the right and noncoronary sinuses to avoid potential injury to the bundle of His and membranous septum)

Fig. 8. Positioning of the stitches. RC: right coronary, LC: left coronary, NC: non-coronary, *: membranous septum

7.3 First step of valve repair: Alignment of adjacent cusp free edges (fig. 9)
A polypropylene 6/0 stay suture is passed through each noduli of Arantius. A grasper pulls outwards on the corresponding commissure while the two stitches at the level of the noduli of Arantia are retracted in the opposite direction. The excess length of free edge is then determined. Same step is performed for each hemi-cusp. Distance between the two stitches determines the area for the central plicating stitches to equalize each hemi-cusp (polypropylene 5 or 6/0-13).

7.4 Remodeling of the aortic root (fig. 10)
The Remodeling technique is performed using a Gelweave Valsalva™ graft. Remodeling of the aortic root is standardized by scalloping the Valsalva graft into three symmetrical neosinuses using the linear demarcations on the bulging part of the graft. The heights of the scallops to suture the commissures are cut up to the transition point between circumferential and axial folds in the graft. Suturing of the graft starts on the left coronary sinus at the nadir of the sinus (1) towards half sinus (2). Another running suture is begun at the tip of the commissure (3) towards corresponding hemi-sinus (4). (polypropylene 5.0). Right and non coronary sinuses are then sutured.
Fig. 9. First step of cusp repair. Alignment of cusp free edges to determine excess of length (A-B) and plicating of stitches to equalize each hemi-cusp (C-D)

Fig. 10. Step by step suturing of the tube graft for Remodeling (A), from beginning (B) to the end (C)

7.5 Second step for cusp repair: Resuspension of cusp effective height (fig. 11)
Once suturing of the tube graft performed, commissural traction sutures are placed to mimic a pressurized aortic root in order to measure the effective height of each cusp. A dedicated cusp caliper is used to evaluate any residual or induced cusp prolapse (Fehling
Instruments, Karlstein, Germany) (Schäfers et al., 2006). Plicating stitches are added on the free edge of the culprit leaflet until an effective height of 8 to 10 mm is obtained.

Fig. 11. Commissural traction and cusps measurement using a calliper (A-B) and cusps height correction (C)

7.6 Placement of the prosthetic aortic ring in the subvalvular position (fig. 12)
The five anchoring “U” stitches are passed through the inner aspect of the prosthetic expansible aortic ring (Extra aortic, CORONEO Inc., Montreal, QC, Canada). The attachment point between the handle and the ring-holder is aligned with the commissure between the non- and right coronary sinuses (atrioventricular node) where there is no anchoring stitch. The ring is then descended around the remodelled aortic root (a). The holder is released and knots are tied to secure the ring in subvalvular position (b).

Fig. 12. Suture and descent of the prosthetic aortic ring
Reimplantation of the coronary ostia buttons into the corresponding ‘neo-sinuses’ of Valsalva is obtained using 5.0 Prolene (fig. 13). The thicker part of the Gelweave graft can be cut to suture the coronaries ostia if they are ascensionned which is often the case for the right coronary button. Distal anastomosis is performed using a 4–5/0 Prolene running suture in a standard fashion.

Fig. 14. Bicuspid valves: Placement of the 5 subvalvular “U” stitches
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7.7 Specific aspect of repair for aortic root aneurysms with bicuspid aortic valves
Dissection of the subvalvular plane as well as sizing of the ring and graft are similar to tricuspid valves (Lansac et al., 2011b). Principle for repair, applicable to all types of bicuspid valves, consists of aligning the free edges of the two cusps, and placing the commissures in the neo-aortic root at 180° according to Schäfers et al. Therefore, the Remodeling technique is performed by tailoring the Gelweave Valsalva™ graft into two symmetrical sinuses of Valsalva (Schäfers et al., 2010) (fig. 14-15).

Fig. 15. Bicuspid valves: Valve repair and suture of the remodeling

8. Subvalvular aortic annuloplasty for isolated aortic insufficiencies
Principle of isolated aortic valve repair associates cusp repair (alignment of cusp free edge + effective height resuspension) with subvalvular aortic annuloplasty. The expansible aortic ring is of an open configuration in order to allow placement below the coronary arteries without detaching them from the aortic wall (Lansac et al., 2011a, 2011b).

8.1 Transection of the aorta and dissection of the aortic root down to the subvalvular plane
The aorta is completely transected 1 cm above the sino-tubular junction. External dissection of the aortic root down to the aortic annular base is performed, passing under the coronary arteries, without detaching them from the aortic wall. The external aspect of the aortic wall
is dissected free from the pulmonary artery and infundibulum and from the roof of the left atrium, in order to reach the subvalvular plane. The internal aortic annular base diameter is measured with Hegar dilators. It is the sole criterion to determine the size of the expansible external subvalvular aortic ring, which is downsized by one size (CORONEO, Inc.).

8.2 Placement of the five anchoring subvalvular “U” stitches

Five “U” stitches (2.0 coated polyester fiber, 3/8 needle 25) are circumferentially placed from inside out in the subvalvular plane, below the nadirs of each cusp and at the base of each interleaflet triangles except the one situated between the right and noncoronary sinuses to avoid potential injury to the bundle of His and membranous septum.

8.3 Valve repair: Alignment of adjacent cusp free edges followed by resuspension of the cusp effective height

Commissural traction stitches are placed. Alignment of adjacent cusp free edges is performed. Excess cusp length is corrected by plicating central stitches if <5mm and limited cusp resection if >5 mm. Effective height cusp resuspension is then re-evaluated on the unfused cusp using a cusp caliper (Fehling Instruments, Karlstein, Germany). Plicating central stitches are added on the free edge of this cusp until an effective height of 10 mm is obtained. Re-alignment of the two cusps free edges is then performed by adding plicating stitches on the fused cusp (fig. 16).

Fig. 16. Aortic valve resuspension for repair of isolated aortic insufficiency

8.4 Placement of the aortic prosthetic ring in subvalvular position and TEE control

The subvalvular stitches are passed through the inner aspect of the 'open' subvalvular prosthetic ring, in order that it may be positioned below the coronary arteries. The ring is closed with a series of “U” stitches. Transsection of the aorta is closed in standard fashion with running suture (fig. 17).
Fig. 17. Placement of the aortic prosthetic ring in subvalvular position

9. Preliminary results

From 2003 to 2009, 187 patients underwent Remodeling with subvalvular ring annuloplasty in 14 centers (24 surgeons). Preoperative AI≥grade 2 was present in 67.9% (127), and bicuspid valve in 20.8% (39). Need for cusp repair was assessed according to 3 strategies: Group 1: gross visual estimation (74 patients), Group 2: alignment of cusp free edges (62 patients), Group 3: two-steps approach associating alignment of cusp free edges with effective height resuspension (51 patients). A composite outcome was defined as recurrence of aortic insufficiency ≥ grade 2 and/or reoperation.

Valve sparing was successful in all but 2 cases. Operative mortality was 3.2% (6). Ring produced a significant annular base reduction from 27.3±0.6 to 20.5±1.7 mm (p<0.01) without significant mean transvalvular gradient (7.2±2.9 mmHg). Treatment of cusp lesion was most frequently performed in Group 3 (70.6%, versus 20.3% Group 1 and 30.6% Group 2, p<0.001). Nine patients required reoperation during follow-up (31.4±4.5 months (1-80)). At one year, no patients in Group 3 presented with composite outcome events (versus 28.1% Group 1, 15% Group 2, p<0.001). Residual aortic insufficiency and tricuspid anatomy were
independent risk factors for composite outcome in Group 1 and 2. Annulus diameter, Marfan syndrome and cusp repair had no effect on aortic insufficiency recurrence or reoperation. Repair of bicuspid valves showed better results than tricuspid valves anatomy. This might be partly explained by higher rate of cusp repair in bicuspid patients (72% of patients versus 28% of patients for tricuspid valves). Apart from high rate of cusp repair, better results in Group 3 also could reflect a learning curve or other confounding factors, since these patients were operated later (Lansac et al., 2010a, 2010b).

10. Evaluation of the standardized approach to aortic valve repair: CAVIAAR trial and registry (Conservative Aortic Valve surgery for aortic Insufficiency and Aneurysm of the Aortic Root)

Few series have compared valve repair with composite valve and graft replacement (Bassano et al., 2001; De Oliveira et al., 2003; Karck et al., 2004; Patel et al., 2008; Volguina et al., 2009; Zehr et al., 2004). Conclusions remain controversial since they were often retrospective, based on selected patients (Marfan), and compare different operating time periods, techniques and learning curve periods. Overall, rates of thromboembolism, bleeding, and endocarditis after valve repair seem lower than those reported for prosthetic valves. A current prospective international registry just provided 30-day morbidity and mortality data and shows equivalent results after a composite valve replacement or a valve-sparing procedure (despite various type of reimplantation) in a selected population of Marfan patients (National Marfans Foundation prospective aortic root replacement registry) (Volguina et al., 2009).

In order to evaluate the standardized approach of valve repair using the expansible aortic ring versus mechanical valve replacement, unselected population of patients with aortic root aneurysms (bicuspid and tricuspid valves) are currently enrolled in France in the ongoing prospective multicenter CAVIAAR trial (Conservative Aortic Valve surgery for aortic Insufficiency and Aneurysm of the Aortic Root), over the next 5 years. Aside from the trial, all patients operated according to the CAVIAAR technique outside France are enrolled in the prospective CAVIAAR registry.

11. Conclusion

Avoidance of anticoagulation and prosthetic related complications makes aortic valve repair an appealing procedure. Considering the increasing rate of cusp repair reported in the literature, conservative aortic valve surgery seems to be evolving from aortic valve sparing to aortic valve repair. However, the need remains for reliable long-term data comparing valve replacement and valve-repair procedures. A standardized management of dystrophic aortic roots towards a physiological approach to valve repair might improve long term durability of the results, and encourage more widespread adoption of these procedures.
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